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Will Durant once said: “As soon as liberty is complete it dies
in anarchy.”  This statement is incorrect in my view; as it
relies on the false assumption that anarchy means chaos. It
does not. I say that once anarchy is complete, freedom lives
in the individual, and therefore it lives in society. True
anarchy is liberty.

From the Greek root anarkhos comes anarchy, and it simply
means “without a ruler.” Those that control and worship the
state have not only bastardized the honest meaning of the
word, but that meaning has been literally eliminated in favor
of what I describe as progressive language manipulation, which
is simply a devious way to achieve control over others through
confusion and deceit.

So anarchy is “society without a state,” as Murray Rothbard so
clearly  stated  in  a  talk  he  delivered  long  ago.  Properly
accepting  this  true  meaning  of  anarchy  means  that  it  is
necessary  to  define  the  ‘State.’  Again,  the  eloquent  and
brilliant  Rothbard  defined  the  state  as  “that  institution
which  possesses  one  or  both  (almost  always  both)  of  the
following  properties:  (1)  it  acquires  its  income  by  the
physical coercion known as “taxation”; and (2) it asserts and
usually obtains a coerced monopoly of the provision of defense
service (police and courts) over a given territorial area. 
Once again, the great Rothbard is a gentleman, but what this
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means to me is that the state is full of liars, thieves, and
murderers; all with the desire to rule over and control all of
society.

It seems that the modern understanding of the terms “anarchy “
and “state” have been intentionally twisted around so as to be
opposite  of  reality.  In  essence,  the  state  reeks  of
lawlessness, chaos, and disorder, while anarchy is steeped in
the concepts of freedom and liberty. This could never be more
obvious than it is today. In our obnoxious postmodern world,
the masses have been trained to think and act due to conceived
perceptions  instead  of  reality.   Therefore,  state  claimed
truths are lies, and state claimed lies are truth. It does
appear that all has been reversed in order to fool those that
are easily fooled.

As Orwell put it by the use of a slogan attributed to the
English Socialist Party of Oceana in his Novel “1984”: “War is
peace; Freedom is slavery, Ignorance is strength.” The new
United States of “doublethink” has arrived, and has been fully
embraced, and is being acted out by the people as ordered.

Considering our current state of affairs, and the asinine
absurdity  of  compliance  to  idiotic  and  draconian  ‘Covid’
mandates issued by state goons, any alien landing on this
planet today could only describe the scene as one where the
most cowardly, submissive, and pathetic species on earth were
the  masses  of  common  human  beings.  Most  would  be  wearing
masks, walking around like zombies, staying at distance from
one another, locking themselves in home prisons on orders,
shaming any that refuse to submit, seeking permission slips to
live  normally,  abandoning  their  families  and  friends,
injecting toxic mind-controlling poison into their bodies on
demand,  and  watching  as  state  criminals  destroy  their
property, their livelihoods, and their very way of life. They
would watch as the state enforcers harassed, beat, and jailed
those that resisted while the majority stood by and watched
and did nothing to stop it. This is not science fiction, it is



not a movie; it is reality in America.

In order for freedom to ever exist, it must come to pass and
be fully understood by the people that ‘legal’ force is always
and forever the enemy of liberty.  So long as the public lives
and exists under the presumption that the force of government
is necessary in order for society to function, then freedom
can never be achieved, and slavery will be the only result.
All advocates of government (the state) expect and accept the
initiated force of government, whether it comes in the forms
of theft by taxation, the only solution to disputes, social or
otherwise, through government courts, the enforced management
of all health and medicine, forced control of all ‘education,’
restrictive laws and licensing in order to function, waging
aggressive war with standing armies at the expense of American
lives  and  money,  and  the  heavily  enforced  control  of  all
commerce. In essence, what the people are really accepting is
a total monopoly of force by the government that claims to be
the people’s ‘representatives.’ That is and has always been a
lie.

All indications are that the state and its governing bodies
are nothing more than an organized crime syndicate. It is even
worse than this description, because organized crime (Mafia)
works within its own area and networks, and of course uses and
pays off politicians in order to stay in business, but it does
not wage world war, and does not seek to gain control of all
humanity and the entire planet. The state and government on
the  other  hand,  are  certainly  organized  criminal
organizations, but they want to gain control of everything and
everybody.  The  state  desires  to  control  all  money,  all
commerce, all property, all markets, all military, all theft,
all health choices, all employment, all everything.

Government is never legitimate; it is always an exercise of
force, it is always corrupt, it is always a murderer, it is
always a thief, and it is always evil. It can only exist if
the majority of people allow it to exist, and in the process



give it a false legitimacy so that its stolen power over
society can be protected and retained. Anarchy is still a
governing system of sorts; it just relies on self-government
instead of a state prison system perpetuated by force and
dehumanization of all individual thought and action in order
to rule.

In any anarchist society, all power rests in the sovereign
individual, and only so long as the non-aggression principle
is followed. Each individual in a truly free society such as
anarchy  provides,  can  live  and  pursue  their  dreams  and
interests, and can choose the path that is unique to them and
their  family.  This  will  allow  the  opportunity  to  live  in
harmony with others in a world where cooperation, passion, and
love can prosper.

The beauty and freedom that is anarchy is the better way
forward.

“The State is, and always has been, the great single enemy of
the  human  race,  its  liberty,  happiness,  and  progress.”  ~
Murray Rothbard


